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COMPACTNESS TYPE PROPERTIES IN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 
M. G. TKAČENKO, Saratov 
(Received August 25, 1986) 
1. Introduction. Pseudocompactness is a purely topological property. Being 
considered in the class of topological groups, it acquires specific features that are 
ofthe most interest for an investigation. It is known that the product of two pseudo-
compact (even countably compact) spaces need not be pseudocompact [19]. However 
the product of an arbitrary many pseudocompact topological groups is pseudo-
compact, too [7, Theorem 1.4]. This Comfort and Ross's theorem is a base point 
of our research. 
1.1. The notion of pseudocompactness admits the following generalization. 
A subset X of a space Y is said to be bounded in Y if any continuous real-valued 
function defined on Yis bounded on X [4, 5]. In Section 2 we spread the Comfort 
and Ross's theorem on bounded subsets oftopological groups: ifa set Xa is bounded 
in a topological group Ga, a є Л, then П{Ха: а є А] is a bounded subset of 
n{Ga: осєА} (Theorem 2.2). Some applications of this result to (free) topological 
groups are given here. 
Let / be any continuous real-valued function on a pseudocompact group G. 
Then / is extendable to a continuous function / on the completion ô of G, hence / 
is uniformly continuous [7, Theorems 1.2 and 1.5]. If, however, a topological group G 
is not pseudocompact, there may exist continuous functions which do not admit 
to a continuous extension to G. Nevertheless, a "bounded" analogy of the uniform 
continuity theorem holds (see Theorem 2.27 and Corollary 2.29). 
In Section 3 we consider the inverse spectra consisting of pseudocompact groups 
and open homomorphisms. Recently W. W. Comfort and L. C. Robertson [10] 
(and the author independently) proved that if the groups G|N and N are pseudo-
compact then G has the same property. A generalization of the above result is given 
in Section 2 (Theorem 2.18). It is shown also that the natural quotient map p: G ^ 
^ G|N is z-closed in this case (Lemma 3.1.) With the help ofthese facts we prove 
that the limit group of a countable spectrum 2£ = {Gn, pn,m}myneN is pseudocompact 
ifthe groups Gn are pseudocompact and рп + 1уП are open epimorphisms with pseudo-
compact kernels (Theorem 3.4). The conditions of this theorem are essential, that 
follows from Examples 4.2 and 4.3. It is necessary to mention that a closed subgroup K 
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of a pseudocompact group G does not need even to be locally pseudocompact and 
moreover, any totally bounded group is embeddable to some pseudocompact group 
as a closed subgroup. This fact is an easy generalization of [8, Th. 2.4]. 
The case of the uncountable well-ordered inverse spectrum with pseudocompact 
groups is much more simple (see Theorem 3.6). 
It is known [20] that for each continuous real-valued function / on a compact 
(or even pseudocompact [7]) group G there exist a continuous homomorphism n 
of G onto a separable metrizable group H and a continuous function h on H such 
that / = h о ті. It seems to be surprising that this assertion holds for any totally 
bounded group G (Theorem 3.8). The equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.8 is the 
following: Any continuous real-valued function defined on a subgroup of a product 
of compact groups, depends on countably many coordinates (Assertion 3.7). 
Recently M. V. Matveev [16] and E. Reznichenko have shown that there exists 
a Tychonoff pseudocompact space X such that every countable subset of X is closed 
and C*-embedded in X. We claim in Example 4.5 that there exists a pseudocompact 
group G with iv(G) = |G| = 2Xo such that every countable subgroup of G is closed 
and ^-embedded in G (see Definition 4.4). Besides the group G is zerodimensional 
and contains no non-trivial convergent sequences. It is interesting to note that every 
infinite pseudocompact group has a countable non-closed subset (Remark 4.8). 
1.2. Our terminology and notations are standard. The set of all positive integers 
(with zero) denoted by JV, N+ = N\ {0}. 
The symbol c stands for the power of continuum, c = 2No. All spaces under con­
sideration are assumed to be TychonofT and topological groups are Hausdorff. 
2. Bounded subsets in topological groups. 
2.1. Definition. A subset X of a space Yis said to be bounded in Yprovided that 
any continuous real-valued function defined on Yis bounded on X. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
2.2. Theorem. Let Xa be a bounded subset of a topological group Ga5 where 
ос є A. Then ЩХа: а є A} is bounded in n{G a : a є A]. 
Comfort and Ross's theorem on a product of pseudocompact groups follows 
easily from Theorem 2.2 (put Xa = Ga for each a є A). Here we shall prove a more 
general result, Theorem 2.11 (note that Lemma 2.10 answers partially the question: 
what properties oftopological groups are responsible for the bounded subsets product 
theorem). Some definitions and preliminary results are necessary. 
2.3. Definition. A subset B of a space X is strongly bounded in X if each infinite 
family of open subsets of X meeting B, contains an infinite subfamily [Un: n e N) 
which satisfies (*), where 
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(*) For each filter Ф consisting of infinite subsets of N, 
П clx( U V.) * 0. 
РєФ пєР 
Obviously, each strongly bounded subset of X is bounded in X, for any locally 
finite family of open sets in X has at most finitely many members which intersect 
a bounded subset B of X. The following result is quite analogous to the Lemma 
o f [ l 7 ] . 
2.4. Lemma. Let Ф be a filter on N, Un n £ 0 Ф 0, x e Z 0 3 B0 and Un open 
in X0for each n є N, where x e c\Xo( U Un)for each P e Ф. IfBx is strongly bounded 
neP 
in a space Xu Vn is open in Xx and Vn n Bx Ф $for each n e N then there exists 
a point у є Xx such that (x, у) є clX()XXl( П Un x Vn) for each Q є Ф. Ш 
neQ 
Lemma 2.4 implies easily the following corollary. 
2.5. Corolary. J/* B0 is bounded in X0 and Bx is strongly bounded in Xl9 then 
B0 x Bx is bounded in X0 x Xx. Ш 
The following theorem can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 3.1 [17], 
therefore we omit its proof. 
2.6. Theorem. Let Ba be a strongly bounded subset of a space Z a , for each a є A. 
Then Ti{Ba: a є 4̂} is strongly bounded in П{Ха: а є A]. Ш 
Now let / : X ~> Y and g: X ->• Z be continuous mappings. The inequality / ^ g 
means that there exists a continuous mapping h: Y^> Z such that g = h of. 
2.7. Definition. Let ^ be a family of continuous mappings of X to some spaces. 
We shall say that ££ is K0-directed lattice for X provided that 3£ generates the original 
topology of X and each countable subfamily of Ж has an lower bound in 2£. 
Due to the Definition 4 from [22], a continuous mapping/ : X ^ Yis said to be 
d-open if for open set 0 of X there exists an open set V of X such that f(0) is a 
dense subset of V. The crucial step toward Theorem 2.11 is the following lemma. 
2.8. Lemma. Let& be an tf0-directed latticeforX consisting ofd-open mappings 
onto Dieudonné-complete spaces. Then each bounded subset of X is strongly 
bounded in X. 
Proof. Let B be a bounded subset oîX and {Un: n є N] a family of open subsets 
of X each of which meets B. Pick a point xn e B n Un9 n є N. As 3S generates the 
original topology of X, for each n є N there exist a mapping q>n є áf, q>n: X -^ Xn, 
and an open subset Vn £ Xn such that xn є Ф^1(Ѵ„) £ Jjn. We choose q> є££ with 
q> ^ с?л for every n e N. 
There exist open subsets Wn of the space Y = q>(Z) such that xn є с>-1(Жл) £ jJn 
for each п є N. The set ф(£) is bounded in the Dieudonné-complete space 7, hence 
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К = cly q>{B) is compact. Consequently for each filter Ф on N the set П cly( U Wn) 
РеФ пєР 
is not empty. The mapping q> is d-open, therefore one can apply Lemma 5 of [22] 
toconcludethat^_ 1(cly Pf) = clx^_ 1(Pf)foreachopensubset W^ Y.Inparticular, 
fi cl( U U„) з n cl( U cp-\Wn)) = cp-\ О cl( U Wn)) Ф 0. • 
РеФ пєР РеФ пєР РеФ neP 
2.9. Definition. A subset 7 o f a space X is said to be a dop-subset ofX (Dense 
in OPen) provided that there exists an open set V Я X with Y Я V c clx Y. 
2.10. Lemma. £ac^ dop-subset of a topological group G has an №0-directed 
lattice consisting of d-open mappings onto Dieudonné-complete spaces. 
Proof. Here we use Definition 2.19 of an admissible subgroup. Let X be a dop-
subset of G, Ѳ a family of all admissible subgroups of G and nN a quotient mappings 
of G onto a coset space G|N, for each N є Q). Now we define 2Ě* = {7iN: N є ^ } and 
^ — { îv|x1 ̂ є ^ } . The family ІГ* is K0-directed and consists of open mappings. 
Moreover, for each N e Q) there exists a continuous one-to-one mapping of a coset 
space G|N onto a metrizable space (see [ l ] , or our Lemma 2.21), hence G|N is 
a Dieudonné-complete space [12, Exercise 8.5.13 (g)] and any subspace of G|N has 
the same property. It remains to note that a restriction of an open mapping to a dop-
subset is d-open [22; Lemma 7], hence 2£ is an K0-directed lattice consisting o^ 
d-open mappings onto Dieudonné-complete spaces. • 
Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.8, 2.10 imply together: 
2.11. Theorem. Let Xa be a dop-subset ofsome topological group and Ba bounded 
in Xa, where a є A. Then П{Ба: а є A} is bounded in Tl{Xa: а є A}. Ш 
Lemma 8 from [25] implies that a dense (dop-) subset of any %-metrizable*) 
compact space has an K0-directed lattice consisting of d-open mappings onto sepa­
rable metrizable spaces. Thus one can apply Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.8 to prove 
the following. 
2.12. Theorem. Let Xa be a dense (dop-) subset of some x-metrizable compact 
space and Ba bounded in ХЛ9 а є A. Then П{Ба: а є A} is bounded in H{Xa: а є A]. Ш 
2.13. Theorem. Let X be a pseudocompact x-metrizable space. Then X x Y 
is pseudocompactfor each pseudocompact space Y. 
Proof. Theorem 2 of [6] implies that the Cech-Stone compactification ßX o fX 
is %-metrizable, hence the space X has an K0-directed lattice consisting of d-open 
mappings onto separable metrizable spaces [25, Lemma 8]. It remains to apply 
Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 2.4 (with Xx = B± = 7 a n d X0 = B0 = X). Ш 
If G is a pseudocompact group, then the completion G of G is a compact group 
and ô is x-metrizable [25, p. 201]. Thus G is x-metrizable as a dense subspace of G. 
With the help of Theorem 2.13 we have proved the following. 
*) The notion of ^-metrizable space is defined in [25], [27]. 
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2.14. Corollary. If G is a pseudocompact topological group then G x Yis pseudo-
compactfor each pseudocompact space Y. Ш 
Theorem 2.2 has a few corollaries. 
2.15. Corollary. For any bounded subsets X, Yofa topological group G the group 
productX . Yis bounded in G. 
Proof. Consider the bounded subset X x Yoî G x G and the continuous map-
ping Ѳ: G x G -+ G, 6)(x, y) = x . y. H 
A subset X of a space Yis said to be o-bounded in Y, ifX is an union of countably 
many bounded in Ysubsets. 
2.16. Corollary. Let a topological group G be generated by its o-bounded subset. 
Then G is o-bounded, too. Ш 
For free topological groups, Corollary 2.16 admits the following improvement. 
2.17. Theorem. Thefollowing conditions are equivalentfor a space X: 
(i) thefree topological group F(X) is o-bounded; 
(ii) thefree abelian topological group A(X) is o-bounded; 
(iii) the space X is o-bounded. 
Proof. I fX is er-bounded then F(X) and A(X) are cr-bounded by Corollary 2.17. 
Inversely, assume that the group F(X) is cr-bounded, i.e. F(X) = ^{Mn:neN}y 
where each Mn is bounded in F(X). For any M Я F(X) let a(M) be the set of all the 
elements x e X which occur in the reduced words of M. Proposition 2 of [3] implies 
that a(M„) is bounded in X for each n є N, hence X = U{a(M„): n є N} is cr-bounded. 
Analogous arguments are applicable to the group A(X). Ш 
It was mentioned above that the class of pseudocompact groups is closed under 
the operation of extension [10, Theorem 6.3]. A considerably more general version 
of this result is valid. 
2.18. Theorem. Let K be a closed subgroup of a topological group G, K bounded 
in G and X bounded subset of the quotient space G|K. Then the set p _ 1 ( Z ) is bounded 
in G, where p: G ^ G|K is a quotient mapping. 
To prove this theorem we need some preliminary results. 
2.19. Definitiin. A subgroup H of a topological group G is said to be admissible, 
if there exists a sequence {Un: n e N} of open neighbourhoods of identity such that 
U;1 - ия9 иъп+1 c Un for each n eNmd H = d{Un: n є N]. 
It is easily seen that any admissible subgroup of G is closed in G. An intersection, 
of countably many admissible subgroups is an admissible subgroup, too. Finally, 
each open neighborhood of identity contains some admissible subgroup. 
2.20 Lemma. IfX is not bounded in a topological groupG then there exists 
an admissible subgroup N of G such that n(X) is not bounded in G|N, where 
n: G ~» G|N is a quotient mapping. 
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Proof. Let G|N be a left coset space. As X is not bounded in G, there exists 
a locally finite family {Vn:neN} of open subsets of G each element of which 
intersects X. For each n є N we pick a point xn e Vn n X and an open neighborhood 
of identity Wn such that xnW? c Vn. Let Hn be an admissible subgroup of G with 
Hn Ç Wn and Я = П{ЯИ: Яє 7V}. Then Я is admissible in G. For the quotient 
mapping nn\ G -* GJHn we have 
<\(xnWn) = xnWnHn s xwPfn2 £ F„. 
Consequently 7i_17i(xrtPfn) £ F„ for each n є iV, where ж: G -^ G/Я. The mapping я 
is open, hence the previous inclusion implies that the family {n{xJV^: n e N) of 
open subsets is locally finite in G|H. Evidently, each element of this family meets 
n(X), hence 7i{X) is not bounded in G|H. Ш 
2.21. Lemma. (See also [ l]) . For any admissible subgroup H of a topological 
group G there exists a continuous one-to-one mapping of the quotient space G|H 
onto a metrizable space. 
Proof. There exists a sequence [Un: n є N} of open neighborhoods of identity 
such that U;1 = Utv U%+1 £ Un for each n є N and Я = f){U„: n e N}. We define 
Ý\ = {(x,y)eG x G:x'1yeUn} , neN. 
From Theorem 8.1.10 of [12] it follows that there exists a continuous pseudometric d 
on G such that 
Ý"n + Í S {(x, у) є G x G: d(x, y) й 2"rt~1} s Гп for each n є N. 
Obviously d(x,y) = 0 ifT х~хуєН. Thus there exists a metric J* on G/Я with 
d*(n(x), n(y)) = d(x, y) for any x, y e G, where n: G ~> G/Я. A continuity of the 
metric J* on the quotient space G|H follows from the fact that n is an open map­
ping, m 
2.22. Lemma. Suppose that there exists a continuous one-to-one mapping of X 
onto a metrizable space and B is a bounded subset of X. Then c\x B is compact. 
Proof. Exercise 8.5.13 (g) of [12] implies that X is a Dieudonné-complete space 
and so we have done it. Ш 
The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma 1.3 from [13]. 
2.23. Lemma. Let N be a closed subgroup of a topological group G, ô the 
completion of G and Ň = clgiV. Then GjN is embeddable naturally into o|N. Ш 
2.24. Lemma. Let K be a bounded subset of a topological group G with the 
identity e and {Vn: n є N} a sequence of open subsets of G such that e e Vn = V~x 
and V*+1 Я Vn for each n e 7V. Then the set KP is dense in F = Ç\{KVn\ n є N ] , 
where P = f){Vn: neN}. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and pick a point x e F \ c\G(KP). Then (xVn) n К Ф 0 
for each n є N and there exists an open symmetric subset U э e of G such that 
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U2x n KP = 0 (hence UxP n UK = 0). Now define 7* = {xVn: n e N} and 7 = 
= [xVn\c\G(UxP): n e N}. Then 7 is an infinite locally finite family consisting of 
open non-void subsets of G. Indeed, each element of 7 is contained in a single 
element of 7* and all limit points of the family 7* are in xP. It remains to note that 
Wn К Ф 0 for any We y. It contradicts the boundness o fX in G. • 
2.25. Lemma. Let K be a bounded subset of a topological group G with the 
identity e. Thenforeach open set Use there exists an open set Ѵэе such that 
VK s KU. 
Proof. Clearly the set K is totally bounded in G, i.e. for any open subset U э e 
there exists a finite subset M £ G with UM ^ K. One can prove this assertion in 
a fashion nearly identical to that of Theorem 1.1 in [7]. Now it is enough to note 
that each totally bounded subset of G has the required property. • 
ProofofTheorem 2.18. We assume that p _ 1 (Z ) is not bounded in G. Then Lemma 
2.20 implies that there exist an admissible subgroup P = C\{Vn: n є N] of G and 
a locally finite family {Un: n є N} consisting of open subsets of G|P such that 
n~\Un)nY*9 for each neN, where Y=p~\X) and 7 r : G ^ G / P . U s i n g 
Lemma 2.25 one can assume that open sets Vn are chosen so that 
KVn + l s VnK and Vn+lK^KVn 
for each n e N. Clearly, F = Ç\{KVn: n є N] is a closed subgroup of G and К Я F. 
Therefore there exist continuous mappings q: G|P ~» G|F and w: G|K ~> G/P such 
that vv 0 p = g о я = d e f Я. The quotient mappings p, n and Я: G ~> G/F are open, 
hence the mappings q, w are open, too. From Lemma 2.24 it follows that KP is 
dense in F. Consequently q~1(e) = c\G/Pn(K), where ë = Я(е) and e is the identity 
ofG.Indeed,7r"1 q~1(e) = Я_1(ё) = F,andusingthefactthat7uisanopenmapping, 
we conclude that 
n-\c\GIP n(K) = clcTi"17t(JS:) = clG(KP) = F . 
Thus the equality q~\e) = clG/P7i(K) is proved. 
Now Lemmas 2.21 and 2.22 imply that the set B = clG/P 71(K) is compact. We claim 
that g is a perfect mapping. Obviously, all fibers of q are homeomorphic to the 
compact set B = q~i{e). To show that g is a closed mapping, we choose an arbitrary 
open subset 0 of G|P with J5 Ç 0. Using Lemma 2.23 one can identify G|P with the 
corresponding subspace of G|P. Let Ö be an open subset of G|P with 0 n G/P = 0 
and û: ô ~> G/P. Then K is a compact subgroup of G and rô(J£) = c\G/P7i(K) = 
= Б £ 0 , hence rô-1(0) is an open neighborhood of the compact set K in ô. 
Consequently there exists an open subset Ѵэ e of G such that VK £ 7i"^O). For 
the open subset V = f n G we have rc(tfK) £ 7i(KK) n G/P £ б n G/P = 0. It is 
easily seen that the point e belongs to the open subset U = X(V) of G|F and q~xfö) £ 
S 0. Indeed, тс""1«"1^) = A " 1 ^ ) ж я _ 1 я ( 7 ) = VF a n d F / r = VKP> f o r ^ p i s 
dense in F (Lemma 2.24). Further, n{VK) c 0 , hence 7c"^(Fi^) s 7 i"^0) and 
KKP s 7 i"^0) .Thuswehave7i" 1 q~\U) £ n"*(O)whenceitfollows0"'*(U) £ 0 . 
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So, the mapping q is closed at the point e e G|F. Analogous arguments show that q 
is closed at each point of G|F. Thus q is perfect. 
The family {Un: n є N] of open subsets of G|P is locally finite whence it follows 
that the family {q(Un): n e N] is locally finite in G|F, and in turn {w"1 q(Un): n e N} 
is a locally finite family consisting of open subsets of G|K. Further, we claim that 
(*) w"1 q(U) = p 7T-1(t/) for each open subset U £ GJP. Indeed, the equality (*) 
is equivalent to p~1w~1 q(U) = p~xp n~\U)9 or to WF = WK, where W = rc"*(tf). 
However KP is dense in F (Lemma 2.24), hence (KP)"1 ~ PK is dense in F'1 = F. 
Consequently WF = WPK = WK, for W is open in G and W = тс"17t(W) = ЖР, 
and (*) is proved. 
From the choice of the sets Un it follows that rc"*(L^) n p"*(Z) Ф 0 for each 
n є 7V. Therefore the equality (*) implies that the open set Jp7t~1(t/n) = w"1 ^(L/n) 
meets X for each n e N. It contradicts to the boundness of X in G|K. Ш 
2.26. Corollary. The class ofpseudocompact groups is closed under the operation 
of extension. Moreover, if K is a closed pseudocompact subgroup of a group G 
and the coset space G|K is pseudocompact, then G has the same property. • 
It is well-known that any real-valued continuous function on a topological group 
is uniformly continuous on a compact subset ofthis group. In the Comfort and Ross's 
paper [7] it is shown that any real-valued continuous function on a pseudocompact 
group is uniformly continuous. The following theorem generalizes these results via 
bounded subsets of topological groups. 
2.27. Theorem. Let d be any continuous pseudometric on a topological group G 
and X a bounded subset of G. Then d is uniformly continuous on X. 
To prove Theorem 2.27 we need one lemma. 
2.28. Lemma. Let H = f){Vn: n є N} be an admissible subgroup of a topological 
group G and Y a bounded subset of the coset space G|H. Then for any neigh­
borhood Ý" of the diagonal A in G|H x G|H there exists n e N such that Y2 n 
n n2(UVn) s i^, where n: G ^ GjH, n
2 is a square of n and Uv = {(x, у) є G x 
x G: x~1y e V} for each V Ç G with e є V. 
Proof. Lemmas 2.21 and 2.22 imply jointly that the set B = clG/HYis compact. 
We claim that the family y = {B2 n n2(UVn): n e N] is a base ofthe diagonal AB in B2 
(the sets Vn are chosen in accordance with the definition of an admissible subgroup). 
Indeed, B is a compact space, hence it is sufficient to show that AB = f)y and the 
closure of the set В2ГіЛ2(иѴп + 1) is contained in B2nn2(UVn) for each neN. 
However the first fact is obvious and the second one requires standard arguments 
(see [21]). m 
Proof of Theorem 2.27. Assume that the pseudometric d is not (left) uniformly 
continuous. Then we can find s > 0 such that for any open neighborhood U of the 
identity in G there exist elements x, y eX with x~V e U and d{x, y) ^ г. By in­
duction one can easily define a sequence [Vn\ n є N] of open neighborhoods of the 
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identity in G and a sequence {(x„, yn): n є N] Ç Xі satisfying the conditions 
(i) Vn3+l £ Vn and V"1 = Vn; 
(ii) d(xn, };„) ^ є; 
(iii) if x~*z є Fn then d(z, хл) < г/4, 
if y;xz e Vn then d(z, y„) < e/4; 
(iv) x ; ^ + ! 6 ^ 
where и є iV. Then Я = П{^і : n e N} is an admissible subgroup of G. Let я be 
a quotient mapping of G onto left coset space G|H, U = {(x, у) є G x G: d(x, j ) < 
< г/2} and тГ = %2ІР) a n ° P e n neighborhood of the diagonal A in G|H x G/Я. 
Then 
(*) (Y2 n 7i2(t/FJ) \ ^ ф 0 for each n є N, where Y = %(X). 
Indeed, the condition (iv) implies (тг(х„ + 1) , n(yn + í)) є У2 n 7i2(L^FJ and we claim 
that ( ^ ; , + i) ,7i(^ + i ) ) ^ ^ . For if (7с(хи+1),7г(^и+1))єтГ then there exists a pair 
(x,y)eU such that 7i(x) = 7t(xw+1) and n{y) = n(yn + 1), i.e. хп~+ \хєЯ с Кл + 1 
and y-+tyeH с Кя+1. 
Thus we have 
d(;c, ,y) < e/2 , d(x„ + 1, x) < г/4 and d(yn + 1, y) < г/4 , 
whence it follows that d(xn + 1,yn + 1) < г/4 + г/2 + г/4 = г. The last inequality 
contradicts the condition (ii) and the property (*) is proved. However, (*) contradicts 
Lemma 2.28 that completes the proof. • 
2.29 Corollary. Let X be a bounded subset of a topological group G. Then any 
continuous real-valuedfunctionf defined on G is uniformly continuous on X. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.27 to a continuous pseudometric d on G defined by the 
rule d(x, y) = | /(x) — f(y)\ for each x, у є G. H 
2.30. Corollary. Let 4t, *°U*\ *<Ш and %* be universal, two-sided, left and right 
uniformities, resp., of a topological group G. Then 4t\x = *^* | x = * ^ | x = ^* |x 
for any bounded subset X of G. Ш 
3. Inverse specira and pseudocompact groups. Being given a countable inverse 
spectrum Jf = {G,,, pn^m,neN with pseudocompact groups Gn and continuous epi-
morphisms p„>m, we consider the question whether the limit group \хтЖ is pseudo-
compact. We begin with the following lemma, which gives an additional information 
on homomorphisms of pseudocompact groups. 
3.1. Lemma. Let K be a closed pseudocompact subgroup of a group G having 
the Souslin property. Then the natural quotient mapping p: G -*> G|K is z-closed, 
i.e. p transforms zero-sets to zero-sets. 
Proof. Let Ф be a zero-set in G, i.e. Ф = /~ J (0 ) for some continuous real-valued 
function/ on G. One can assume t h a t / §; 0 (replace/ by j / | ) .Theorem 6 of [26] 
implies that there exists an open homomorphism n: G ^> Gx and a continuous func­
tion g on Gv such that Gl is of countable pseudocharacter a n d / = g 0 n. Let N = 
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= ker 7c and H = KN (=NK). Now we claim that Я is a closed subgroup of G. 
Indeed, the group Gx is of countable pseudocharacter, whence it follows that N is 
an admissible normal subgroup of G (see Definition 2.19). Consequently Lemma 2.21 
implies that there exists a continuous one-to-one mapping of the quotient space 
G|N = Gt onto a metrizable space. So, each subspace of Gx is Dieudonné-complete 
(see Exercise 8.5.13 (g) from [12]), whence it follows that the pseudocompact 
subspace n(K) Я Gt is compact and closed in Gi. Clearly, KN = 7i -1 n(K), hence 
KN is a closed subgroup of G. 
Let A be a quotient mapping of G onto L = G/#. Then there exist open mappings 
q: Gx -+ L and w: G/X ~> L such that g o 77: = w 0 p = A. It is easily seen that the 
following condition is satisfied: 
(*) p 7c"1(x) = w _ 1 g(x) for each point x є Gv 
Let e be the identity of G and ë = A(e). Obviously, 7t(uC) = #"*(e) is a compact 
subgroup of G1? hence g"
1 g(P) = Pn(K) is closed in G : for any closed subset 
P £ Gj. As g is a quotient mapping, so the last equality implies that q is closed. 
Thus q is a perfect and open mapping. 
Now we define F = #_ 1(0). Then the equality/ = g 0 % implies that Ф = n~1(F). 
Using the properties of the mapping q ono can easily varify that q(F) is a zero-set 
in L(define a continuous function ^ on Lby h(y) = inf{#(x): x є #_1(y)} for each 
у є L). An application of the property (*) gives us the equality p(<P) = p 7i_1(F) = 
= w" 1 q(F) whence it follows that р(Ф) is a zero-set in GJK. Ш 
3.2. Remark. It seems to be interesting to find out whether the S011slin property 
of the group G is necessary in Lemma 3.1. 
3.3. Corollary. Let K be a closed pseudocompact subgroup of a group G with 
00 
c{G) g K0, and p: G ~> G|K a quotient mapping. Then p( f) c\GVn) = 
00 00 n = 0 
— f)clG/KP(Vn) = П K c^^n) ^ o r a / î ^ decreasing sequence {Vn:neN} of open 
n = 0 n = 0 
subsets in G. 
Proof. As the group G has the Souslin property, so for any open subset V^ G 
there exists a closed normal subgroup N £ G of type Gá in G such that clGF = 
= n^17iN(clGV), where nN is a' quotient mapping of G onto G|N (see f.e. § 2 of [26]). 
Consequently there exists a closed normal subgroup П £ G oftype Ĝ  in G such that 
<̂ Ĝ n = я я І 7 Г я ( с ^ й ) f° r е а с п и є Л^ Then we define a closed subgroup Я = КП ç 
c G, the mappings g: G/i7 ^ G/Я, w: G/X -• G/Я and complete the proofas in 
Lemma 3.1. 81 
The following theorem is the rnain result ofthis section. 
3.4. Let if = [G/p Pn,m)m,neN oe an inverse spectrum consisting of topological 
groups Gn and open epimorphisms pn>m, where each kerpn+1>„ be pseudocompact. 
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/ / the group G0 is pseudocompact then the limit group G = Hm ̂  is pseudocompact, 
too. 
Proof. Assume that G0 is a pseudocompact group. By induction on n (with an 
aid of Corollary 2.26) one can easily show that Gn and ker pnm are pseudocompact 
groups for each m, n e N. The completion of any pseudocompact group is a compact 
group, hence pseudocompact groups have the Souslin property. Let pn: G ~> Gn 
be a limit homomorphism, neN, {Vm:meN} a decreasing sequence of open 
non-empty subsets in G and Фп = С\{с\рп(Ѵт):те^. The homomorphisms 
pnm are z-closed (Lemma 3.1) and open, hence Corollary 3.3 implies that рПгт(Фп) = 
= Фт for each m, n є N with m < n. Consequently there exists an element x e G 
such that pn(x) є Фп for each n є N. Now we fix an integer m e N. From the definition 
of the sets Фп it follows that pn(x) є cl pn(Vm) for each n e N, i.e. x e clFOT. Thus we 
have shown that x e C){^G^m'- m e ^}> i.e. an intersection ofany decreasing sequence 
of non-empty regular closed subsets in G is not empty. So the limit group G = Hm 2£ 
is pseudocompact. • 
Examples 4.2 and 4.3 below show that the conditions of Theorem 3.4 on epimor-
phisms pnm can not be weakened. 
It seems that an inverse spectrum ordered by N is a very partial case of an inverse 
well-ordered spectrum. However the case of uncountable well-ordered spectrum with 
pseudocompact spaces is much more clear. We omit the proof of the following 
obvious result. 
3.5.Assertion. Let ££ = {Xa,7cfita}aj<x be a well-ordered inverse spectrum 
consisting of pseudocompact spaces Xa and continuous open mappings nßta. If 
c / ( t ) > K0 and all limit projections 7ia:lim££ ^>Xa
 are mappings "onto", then 
the limit space X = hm<^f is pseudocompact, too. Ш 
In the previous assertion one can replace the condition on mappings nßta by the 
weaker condition "the mappings 7г^а are J-open" (see the comment after Definition 
2.6). Clearly, ifp: G ~> H is a continuous epimorphism oftotally bounded topological 
groups, then p is a d-open mapping. Indeed, let p: G ~> Й be an extension of p to 
a continuous homomorphism of completions G and Й. Any continuous epimorphism 
of compact groups is open, whence it follows that the restriction p = p\G of open 
mapping p to the dense subspace G ç G is d-open [22, Lemma 7]. Thus we have 
proved the following theorem. 
3.6.Theorem. Let ^ = {Ga,pPia}atfi<T be an inverse well-ordered spectrum 
consisting of pseudocompact groups Ga and continuous homomorphisms Pßf(X. 
If cf(r) > K0 and all limit projections pa: h m ^ ^ Ga are epimorphisms, then the 
limit group G = H m f is also pseudocompact. Я 
The following two results seem to be surprising. 
3.7. Assertion. Letf be a continuous real-valuedfunction defined on a subgroup G 
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of a product П = \\Ka with compact groups Ka. Then there exists a countable 
aeA 
subset B c A and continuous function g defined on Pe(G) such that f = g о Рв\ѳ^ 
where рв: П ~> Y[ Ka. 
aeB 
Proof. The group G* = clnG is compact, hence the homomorphism pB\G. is 
open for each B c A. Thus the family {pB\G: В я A, \B\ g K0} is K0-complete and 
consists of d-open homomorphisms. Any compact group embeds into some product 
of compact metrizable groups (see f.e. Theorem 1 of [2]), hence we can assume that 
all factors Ка are metrizable. Now Theorem 1 of [24] implies that / depends on at 
most countably many coordinates. • 
3.8. Theorem. Letf be a continuous real-valuedfunction on a totally bounded 
group G. Then there exists a continuous homomorphism n of G onto separable 
metrizable group H and a continuousfunction h on H such thatf = h о n. 
Proof. The completion G of the group G is a compact group, hence ô embeds 
into some product of compact metrizable groups. An application of Assertion 3.7 
completes the proof. • 
A spectral form of Assertion 3.7 is obvious now. 
3.9. Remark. The following result generalizes Assertion 3.7: 
Let a topological group Ga be generated by its Lindelöf Г-space for each a є A 
and S a dense subspace of the product П = Y\ Ga. Then any continuous function 
aeA 
f: S ~» R depends on at most countably many coordinates. In addition, there exists 
a continuous homomorphism n: Я ~> H onto separable metrizable group H and 
a continuous function g: n(S) ~* R such that / = g o n\s. 
We omit the proof of this theorem which based on some Uspenskiï's ideas [28] 
and Gleason's factorization theorem. 
4. Some examples. Examples 4.2 and 4.3 below show that all conditions of Theorem 
3.4 are necessary. Moreover, we will see that the limit group of countable inverse 
sequence of pseudocompact groups may even have a countable pseudocharacter. 
Here the sketches of the corresponding constructions are given. We need some 
notations. Let B be a set with \B\ = c, H = П{Та: аєВ}, where Ta = Tthe circle 
group for each a e B, e the identity ofTand e the identity of Я. For any point x є Я , 
let k(x) denote the set {a є B: na(x) =t= e} and na: H ^> Ta the natural projection. The 
symbol I = Z(B, e) is used to denote the set {xeH: |fc(x)| ^ K0}, the £-product 
of spaces Ta, a є B. For each X £ Я , gp(X) is the subgroup of Я generated by X. 
Finally, the projection of Я onto HM = П { Т а : а є М } is denoted by nM, where 
M c B. 
4.1. Lemma. There exists a sequence {Yn: n є N} ofdisjoint subsets in I satisfying 
the conditions 
(1) nM(Yn) = Я Mfor each n є iV and each countable M S B; 
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(2) the set Y = U Yn generates the group G = gp(Y) isomorphic to the free 
group on Y. n=0 
Proof. Let I = {xa: a < c}. For each a < c one can choose a sequence Aa = 
= {ba>n: n e N} ^ B with ban Ф bam whenever n ф m, such that Aa n Лд = 0 
if a ф ß and Ла n U{^(^)-* ß S а} = 0 (it is possible because \B\ = c). Pick an ele­
ment t* e T of infinite order. For each а < c and и є N let уа>„ be a point of Я such 
that nß(ya>n) = тсДха) if ß e 5 \ { b M } , and тг/л,„) = ř* if ß = Ьа,„. Now define 
Уи = {уа>„: а < с} for every w є N. Clearly, Yn с 2і. It is easy to check that the 
sequence [Yn\ n є N} satisfies the conditions (l) and (2). И 
4.2. Example. Let G be a free abelian group ofcardinality c.There exists a strictly 
increasing sequence {^n: neN} of topological group topologies on G such that 
(i) the group (G, &~n) is pseudocompact for each n є N; 
(ii) the group Gw = (G, ^*) endowed with the topological group topology ЗГ = 
= sup «̂ ~„ is of countable pseudocharacter, hence it is not pseudocompact; 
n 
(iii) the group G^ has the Frechét-Urysohn property; 
(iv) the completion ôœ of G^ is topologically isomorphic to the compact group T
c. 
The sketch of the construction. Let B0 be a set ofcardinality c, H0 = П{Та: а є B0}> 
e the identity of Я 0 and a sequence {^(0): fce N+} of disjoint subsets in I0 = 
= l(B0,e) be chosen satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 4.1, where 
Ta = Tfor each а є Б 0 . Assume that for some n e 7Vthere are defined a set Bn э #o> 
a group Я„ = П{Т а :аеВ„} and a sequence {Yk(n):keN+} of disjoint subsets 
in In — Z(Bn, en) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) nnM{Yk(n)) = HM for any k > n and any countable subset M ç B, where nnM 
is the projection of Hn onto Я м ; 
(2) 7i"(„)(âf) Ф e for any element g e Fn \ {ёи}, where a(n) is the fixed index of Bn 
and Fn is the subgroup of Hn generated by Zn = U{^i(w)' * á w } ; 
(3) the projection pn ofHn onto Я 0 is a bijection ofY*(w) onto Yk(6) for each A: є N+. 
Now let An + x be a set of cardinality c, An+1 n Б„ = 0. For the set Bn + 1 = £„ u 
u Л п + 1 we define the group Hn + 1 = П{Га: а є Б в + 1 ] , where Та = T for any а є 
є Б и + 1 , and an index ocn+í єАп + 1. A routine recursive construction enables us to 
define a sequence {Yk(n + 1): k є 7V+} of disjoint subsets in Zn+1, satisfying the con­
ditions ( l ) - ( 3 ) at (n + l)-th step. We omit the construction which involves a few 
enumerations of points of £й + 1. 
Now let B = и{Я„: n e N}, H = П{Та: а є Б}, pr„ the projection of Я onto Я„ 
and p"+1 the projection ofH„ + 1 onto Я„, « є iV. The condition (3) ofthe construction 
implies that pnn+1 is a one-to-one mapping o f X n + 1 onto Xn, where Xk = U{^m(fc)-
m є 7V+} for each /c є N. Consider the set X = {x є Я : рги(х) є X„for each n є N]. 
It is clear that pr„ is a one-to-ine mapping of X onto Z„. Let Gw = gP//(^Q and 
G« = gp#n(^T„), w є 7V. For each и є N the restriction %n = pr„|Goj is a one-to-one 
continuous homomorphism of G^ onto Gw. As G0 is isomorphic to a free abelian 
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group, so the same is true for Gn (n є N) and G^. The condition (l) implies that 
nnM(Gn) 3 Пм(Хп) = HM for each countable subset M s Би, hence Gn is a dense 
pseudocompact subgroup of Hn (see Lemma of [23]). Consequently G^ is a dense 
subgroup of H and G^ = Tc. Let 2Tn be the topology of the group Gn. Then the to­
pology 5" of the group Gw is the upper bound of the pseudocompact topological 
group topologies 7i"*(5^), n є N, for Б0 £ Bt ç ... and 5 = U{#n: и є # } • As 
Xn ^ £л for each n e 7V, so X £ Z = Z(B, ě), where ě is the identity of # . Con­
sequently Gœ ^ Z. All factors Ta, а є Б, аге metrizable hence the spaces I and G^ 
have the Frechét-Urysohn property (see [l8]). It remains to varify that ^(Gw) ^ K0. 
Consider the set ^ = [ocn: n e N}. Then the condition (2) implies that nD(g) #= ëD 
for each g є Gm \ {e], where nD: H ^> HD and eD is the identity of HD. Consequently 
nD1(^D) n ^a> = {̂ } whence it follows that <A(Gj ^ K0. In turn it implies that the 
group Gtó is not pseudocompact. Indeed, a pseudocompact group of countable 
pseudocharacter has a countable character, hence it is metrizable (Lemma 3.1 of 
[9]). However there are no dense metrizable subspaces of Tc. Ш 
The following example shows that the limit group of a countable spectrum with 
pseudocompact groups and open epimorphisms need not be pseudocompact. 
4.3. Example. There exists a countable inverse spectrum Jf = {G„, pn,n^m,neN with 
pseudocompact abelian groups Gn and continuous open epimorphisms pntTn such that 
(i) the limit group G = hm& is not pseudocompact and <A(G) ̂  K0; 
(ii) the group G has the Frechét-Urysohn property; 
(iii) the completion G of G is topologically isomorphic to Tc. 
Construction. Let B0 , H0 and a sequence {^(0): A: є N} be chosen as in the 
previous construction. For each n є N one can define a set Bn of cardinality c, the 
group Яп = ЩТа:осєВп} and a sequence {Yk(n):keN} of disjoint subsets of 
In = £(#„, <?„), where en is the identity of Hn, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Bn я Bn+1; 
(2) nnJ^Yk(n)) = Yk(m) for each k є iV and m ^ n, where тгит is the projection 
of Hn onto Hm; 
(3) the group G„ Ç #„ generated by the set Xn = U{^(")-' & є ^ } *s isomorphic 
to a free abelian group on Xn; 
(4)%пм(¥к(п))==ЩТа:оієМ}=аеГНм for each & > и and each countable 
subset M Я Bn, where nnM is the projection ofHn onto # M ; 
(5) there exists a countable subset C(n) ^ Bn\Bn_1 such that nC(n)(d) + ĉ(«> 
for any # є G* \ {ë„}, where čC(n) is the identity of the group HC(n) and G* is the sub­
group o f # n generated by the set ^){Yi(n): * ̂  и}> и > 0; 
(6) for any geXn_1, finite set P ç Л„ and teHP there exists a point heXn 
with 7c^_^A) = # and 7ip(^) = ř, where Л„ = Bn\Bn_1 and X n_! = U{^it(^ ~ 1)* 
fceiV}, rc > 0. 
The conditions ( l ) - ( 5 ) are similar to the corresponding conditions ofthe previous 
construction. The condition (6) is of the other type, it implies that the projection 
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Kn.n-i'.Xn^Xn-i is open. In its turn it implies that the epimorphism pn,n-i = 
= кПіП_1\Сп is open, where Gn is the subgroup of Hn generated by Xn (use the di­
visibility of the group T). 
Now let all be defined at n-th step. We choose a set An+1 with An + 1 n Bn = 0, 
\An + 1\ = c and define Bn+1 = BnuAn + i, Hn+l = П { Г я : а є 5 л + 1 } , Zn+1 = 
= l(Bn + í,ěn+l). Let also Cn + l be a subset of An+1 with |C„+ 1 | = N 0 , Z = 
= U{^t(")' к й n + 1} and a = {x є ЯЛ п + 1 : |fc(x)| < K0} an usual сг-product. 
Consider the enumeration Z x а = {уа: а < c}. Evidently there exists a subset 
I = {ta: cc < c} of the group T such that the subgroup of T generated by I is 
isomorphic to a free abelian group on / and ta Ф fy if а Ф ß. For each а < c let ya 
be a point of Hn+1 with 7^(j?a) = ř a Jf ßeCn+i\k(ya), nndjrip(ya) = т г ^ ) if 
ß e Bn+1 \ (Си + 1 \ k(ya)). We define Z_= {ya: o^< c} and yfc(n) - {ya: cc < c, 
ya є Yk(n)}9 where fc ^ w. It is clear that Z = U{Yfc(n): А: й и}. 
Let {ха: а < c) be an enumeration of the set Z u ( (X„\Z) x 2'), where 2 ' = 
= 2,(ЛИ + 1, e) and <? is the identity of HAn+l. As the set A = An+1 \ Cn + 1 is of car­
dinality c, there exists a one-to-onemapping q> of c into A such that ^>(a) ф ^){k(xp): 
ß ^ a} for each а < c. Pick an element ř* of the infinite order in T. For each cc < c 
we define the point xaeHn+1 by ^ ( а ) (х а ) = f* and nM(xa) = nM(xa), where M = 
= Bn+1 \{(p(cc)}. Finally, we define Yk(n + 1) = {xa: cc < c and xae Yk(n)} for 
each k >n, Yk(n + 1) = {xa: cc < c and xa e Yk(n)} for each k ^ и, and Xn+1 = 
= U{^ic(" + 1)- fc є N + }- It is easy to see that Xn+1 G In+i and our construction 
at (n + l)-th step is complete. We omit the proof of the fact that the conditions 
( l ) - ( 6 ) are satisfied. 
Let B = U{£„: n e N}9 H = П{Та: а e Б) and G = {x є Я : тсп(х) e Gn for each 
n є N}, where 7cn: Я ~> Яп . Then G is a dense subgroup of Я and p„ = 7r„|G, pnm = 
— n̂,m|Gn a r e open epimorphisms of G to G„ and G„ to Gm, resp. It is clear that there 
exists a topological isomorphism of the limit group of the spectrum 3? = 
= {G/n Pn,m]m,neN onto G. Epimorphisms pnm are open and the groups Gn are pseudo-
compact (see the condition (2)). The inclusions Gn £ 2n imply that G s 2(5, e), 
where e is the identity in Я. The condition (5) implies that n^(ec)n G = {ë}, 
where 7ic: Я ~> Hc and ëc is the identity of Hc. Consequently ^(G) ^ K0. The other 
properties of the group G may be proved so as in Example 4.2. Ш 
Our last example makes clear the distance between pseudocompact and countably 
compact groups. We need a primary definition. 
4.4. Definition. A subgroup Я of a topological group G is said to be h-embedded 
into G provided that any homomorphism q> of Я to an arbitrary compact group K 
is extendable to a continuous homomorphism ф: G ~> K. 
Note that if Я is an ^-embedded subgroup of G then any homomorphism of Я 
to a compact group is continuous. 
4.5. Example. There exists a pseudocompact abelian group G with |G| = w(G) = c 
any countable subgroup of which is closed and /z-embedded into G. Moreover, the 
group G is zero-dimensional and contains no non-trivial convergent sequences. 
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4.6. Remark. The first example of infinite countably compact topological group 
without non-trivial convergent sequences was created by A. Hajnal and I. Juhász 
[14]. Their group is constructed under CH and is hereditary separable. The other 
countably compact group with no non-trivial convergent sequences was constructed 
by E. K. van Douwen ubder MA [11]. Our group G is of completely other type. 
An absence of convergent sequences in G is an easy corollary of the facts that each 
countable subgroup of G is closed in G and the group G is boolean, i.e. x + x — 0G 
for each x є G (check it). 
4.7. Some words on construction. The boolean groups have a few important 
properties. 
Fact 1. A boolean group is abelian and for each boolean groups # , K the equality 
|ff| = \K\ implies that H s K. 
Fact 2. Each homomorphism defined on a subgroup of boolean group H extends 
to a homomorphism o f # , see [11]. 
Fact 3. Each compact boolean group H of weight r ^ K0 is isomorphic con­
tinuously to the group Z(2)T [15, Theorem 25.9]. 
The group G in Example 4.5 should be realized as a dense pseudocompact 
subgroup of Z(2)c x Z(2)c. There are only c countable subgroups lying in E = 
= l(c, Ö) ç Z(2)c, where Ö is the neutral element of Z(2f. For each countable 
subgroup S £ I there are at most c homomorphisms of S to Z(2). We enumerate 
the points of X, countable subgroups of I and homomorphisms of these groups 
to Z(2), say I = {xa: oc < c}9 Ji = {S^: rj < c} and Ж = {hf £ < c}. By induction 
on ot < c one can define an extension of each h% to a homomorphisms fi^: S ~> Z(2) 
(Fact 2 is used here). At a-th step of construction it is necessary to define homo-
morphisms ЬаЛ on the corresponding subgroups ЕаЛ Я I9 £, < c, satisfying the 
conditions 
(1) Eß£ Я ЕаЛ and КЛ\Е = hßA whenever £ < c and ß < a; 
(2) Sn(4) s £a,£ and |£а> | | ^ |а| . K0 whenever а, £ < с, where S4(5) = dom (й{). 
Now let we have defined the homomorphisms A<r = U ha^, £ < c. 
a<c 
Let id be the identity mapping of I onto itself and p the diagonal product of 
homomorphisms id and h^ Ç < c. Then p: I ~> I x Z(2)c and we put G = р(Г). 
With the help of enumeration Г = {xa: a < c} the extensions fi% may be chosen 
such that projections of G fill up all the countable subproducts of I x Z(2)c c 
£ Z(2)c x Z(2)c. It implies that G is a dense pseudocompact subgroup of Я* = 
= Z(2)c x Z(2)c\ Each homomorphism h% is identified with the restriction of pro­
jection рГс~: # * ^ (^(2))s t 0 ^ , hence all countable subgroups of G are ^-embedded 
into G (apply Fact 3). It remains to note that if all countable subgroups of a boolean 
group are ^-embedded then these subgroups are closed. • 
4.8. Remark. It was noted earlier that there exists an infinite pseudocompact 
space X each countable subset of which is closed in X. However any pseudocompact 
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group with this property is finite. Indeed, a pseudocompact group is totally bounded 
[7] and each subgroup of totally bounded group inherits the last property. Con-
sequently any infinite subgroup of totally bounded (pseudocompact) group is not 
discrete. 
It is easy to see that each countable subgroup of G inherits from G the finest 
totally bounded topological group topology. Therefore all infinite countable sub-
groups of G are topologically isomorphic. 
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